Redaction Just
Got Easier.

Introducing Exolution

Find More

Exolution is feature-rich, extremely fast,

Discover invisible and hidden data that

and easy to use. By leveraging Exolution,

traditional methods can’t.

clients have experienced more than a
90% reduction in redaction costs.

Data Location Awareness
Pinpoint and jump to responsive values in

Exolution empowers you to quickly

simple clicks, enabling quick review and

search and redact millions of values in

redaction QC.

minutes while mitigating your risk of
releasing sensitive data.

Perform Millions of
Redactions in Minutes
Search and redact millions of values across
large document collections in minutes

Feature-rich, extremely fast,
and easy to use.
Exposes Hidden and Protected Contents

Redaction Collision Detection

Reduce the chances of spoliation of critical, password

Integrated redaction collision detection prevents

protected, or invisible content. Automatically remove

overlapping redactions and redacts only the unredacted

internal passwords to make all data visible, identify

portion.

data located beyond the page boundary or cell display
limits, and find invisible data with the same text and

Large File Support

background colors.

Display, search and redact up to 1.5GB sized files
natively without a need to download or render to

Search and Instantly Redact

images.

Forget slow and unpredictable auto redaction batches
that keep running forever. Instead, run a document level

Color-Coded and Point-n-Click Redactions

or global search in Exolution, review the results, and

Easily create and locate redactions by associating

then make millions on redactions in minutes.

redaction types with colors. Select an area or object
to be redacted and add or remove redactions with a

Advanced Features to Handle Spreadsheets

mouse click.

Spreadsheet documents are uniquely complex which
makes it difficult to review and redact. Exolution is jam-

Innovative PII Explorer

packed with many advanced features to handle a large

The PII Explorer can redact millions of PII values in a few

number of spreadsheet documents efficiently.

clicks. Identify major bank card numbers, SSNs and birth

•

Automatically unhide all hidden rows, columns,

dates or add your own custom PII types, keywords or

sheets, and very-hidden sheets including password-

regular expressions.

protected sheets by removing internal passwords
•

Filter rows just like in MS Excel and mass redact

Real-time Redaction Propagation

•

Identify duplicate sheets across non-duplicate

Redact all duplicates in real-time without any extra step.

documents, or visually similar sheets, and redact.

•

Exolution even has spreadsheet documents

Pseudonymize

threading

Keep entity-relationship visible while removing actual

Save reviewers from missing scattered data from

values.

remote rows and columns by hiding consecutive
empty rows and columns
•

Comprehensive inverse redaction options at sheet
and file levels
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